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1 Introduction

Underreporting of income is a costly problem for the government and for those peo-

ple who do pay their taxes, due to the necessity of higher tax burdens to sustain a

given amount of revenue. An extensive research report published by the IRS this

year estimates that in the United States in 2006 the “tax gap” between paid taxes

and legally owed taxes was $450 billion, which means 16.9 percent of total tax liabil-

ities were evaded that year (Black et al., 2012). The IRS recovered $65 billion from

late payments and audits, but that still left 14.5 percent noncompliance. Breaking

the tax gap down into finer categories, the IRS finds that the vast majority (84

percent) comes from underreporting of income, most of that (62.5 percent) comes

from individual income taxes, and most of that (52 percent) is small business pro-

prietor’s income. This totals to 27 percent of noncompliance due to underreporting

of individual proprietor income. It is estimated that 57 percent of business income

is not reported (Black et al., 2012). Wages make up a small fraction of underre-

porting, mostly due to the fact that firms must report employee income directly to

the IRS, and withholding is common, so a relatively disinterested third party makes

the decision of how much income is reported (Slemrod, 2008). Slemrod emphasizes

the importance of enforcement in compliance behavior, citing the fact that income

subject to withholding and substantial information reporting (wages) has a 1 percent

noncompliance rate, compared to 56 percent noncompliance for income with little or

no information reporting requirements.

Given the difficulty of identifying cheaters and the cost of increasing the rate

of auditing, a better understanding of the determinants of noncompliance is needed
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to reduce the magnitude of tax cheating. To address a part of the tax evasion

quandary, Kalambokidis et al. (2012) conducted a laboratory experiment1 which

was designed to examine the feasibility of using the choice between a high-burden,2

low-transparency and a low-burden, high-transparency tax regime, as a mechanism

to separate out those who have higher and lower propensities to cheat when reporting

their income. The results are the subject of this paper.

Examples of existing mechanisms with a similar structure to this experiment in

terms of burden-transparency tradeoff include the Compliance Assurance Process

(CAP) in the United States. This is a program that large businesses can choose to

enroll in, and in which the business works cooperatively with the IRS to identify po-

tential issues in the tax reporting process, and resolve them before filing. In return,

the businesses face less invasive and extensive audits post-filing. Businesses in this

program have higher income transparency since the IRS examines their operations

closely, but faces a lower reporting burden in the sense of less costly audits and less

chance of needing to re-file. Other examples include the Gift Aid program in the

U.K., the Tip Rate Determination Agreement (TRDA), Tip Reporting Alternative

Commitment (TRAC), the Employer Designated Tip Reporting Alternative Com-

mitment (TRAC), and the recently discontinued Attributed Tip Income Program

(ATIP), all from the IRS.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the related

1
I was a research assistant for this experiment.

2
Burden in this context is “reporting compliance burden,” which is the transaction cost of

reporting income to the tax authority, and therefore includes the costs of time and stress expended

filling out paperwork, or the services of a tax preparer. Transparency refers to the extent to which

earned income can be hidden from the tax authority within a particular tax-reporting regime.
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literature on tax compliance and use of regime choice as a separating mechanism.

Section 3 explains the research questions addressed in this paper. Section 4 de-

scribes the experiment and discusses the methodology used in the analysis. Section

5 presents results from the study, and Section 6 concludes.

2 Literature Review

The economic analysis of tax compliance decisions by rational taxpayers was formally

initiated by Allingham and Sandmo (1972), based on the economics of crime model

first expounded by Gary Becker (1968). In the Allingham/Sandmo model, taxpayers

begin with an exogenous amount of income, and then choose how much to report to

the tax authority to maximize expected utility, subject to an exogenously determined

audit rate, penalty rate, and tax rate. Formally the problem can be stated as

maxE [U(X)] = (1− α)U(Y − tX) + αU((1− t)Y − πt(Y −X))

subject to 0 ≤ X ≤ Y

In this expression, X is the amount of reported income, Y is actual earned income,

t is the tax rate, α is the audit rate, and π is the penalty rate. Comparative static

analysis reveals that increases in both audit and penalty rates reduce underreporting,

holding other variables constant. An exogenous increase in income will increase the

fraction of income underreported, given decreasing risk aversion,3 but will decrease or

3
Specifically the Arrow/Pratt coefficient of absolute risk aversion, RA(y) = −U ��(y)

U �(y)
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stay constant with increasing or constant risk aversion, respectively. If we make the

assumption that risk aversion is decreasing in income,4 then one implication of this

model is that effective tax rates are made more regressive because of noncompliance.

The effect of an official tax rate increase on the amount of income underreported

is ambiguous and may actually decrease underreporting if absolute risk aversion

is everywhere decreasing in final5 income y. This tax rate effect was surprising

when first derived because as tax rates rise, the marginal benefit of underreporting

increases. However, the full tax rate effect can be decomposed into two parts:

∂X∗

∂t
= Substitution Effect + Income Effect (1)

The first term is a “substitution effect,” which is always negative and reflects the

direct marginal effect of increased tax rate: higher tax rate means you gain more from

each dollar not reported. The second term is the “income effect” which is positive,

zero, or negative as RA is decreasing, constant, or increasing. Essentially, with risk

averse preferences the income gained from additional underreporting is weighted

less in the utility function than the income lost on that underreporting if they are

audited. The overall effect of this depends on audit probabilities, the penalty rate,

the tax rate, and the curvature of the utility function. Using decreasing RA as our

assumption, the income effect is positive. This makes the sign of the tax rate effect

ambiguous.

A simple extension of this model to a more realistic tax structure was carried

4
This is a standard assumption in the economics of uncertainty (Sandmo, 2012)

5
“Final income” is post–tax-and-penalty income
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out by Yitzhaki (1974), who modified the penalty structure considered. Allingham

& Sandmo assumed the penalty was linear in the amount underreported. However,

it is more commonly the amount of evaded tax that is penalized, for example in

the United States. When penalties are made linear in the amount of tax evaded,

the effect of tax rate is no longer ambiguous given decreasing risk aversion. In

particular, the substitution effect in Equation (1) disappears, so higher tax rates

increase underreporting due to the income effect. The effect of a tax rate increase on

total revenue is also ambiguous in this situation. Since we use the penalty structure

studied by Yitzhaki in this experiment, henceforth I will refer to this model as the

Allingham-Sandmo-Yitzhaki (ASY) model.

The most pronounced empirical regularity with respect to this model is the fact

that the ASY model predicts a dramatically higher level of tax avoidance than is

actually observed in most countries. As mentioned above, the most extensive studies

of tax avoidance have been carried out by the IRS, which estimates that about 91

percent of taxable income is reported annually to the IRS (Andreoni et al., 1998).

In contrast, using approximations of the current tax, audit, and penalty rates, and a

commonly-used functional form for utility, the ASY model predicts not only that all

taxpayers will underreport at least a small amount, but that the level of relative risk

aversion needed to attain current levels of income reporting in the United States is

close to 30, whereas in reality this parameter is typically estimated to lie between 1

and 2 for most individuals (Alm, 2012).

Several studies have investigated how individual differences among taxpayers can

be used by a tax authority to target their audits more effectively. Falkinger &Walther
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(1991) propose offering taxpayers a choice between two tax regimes: the first is the

prevailing tax regime (NO BONUS), and the alternative (BONUS) offers a lower

tax rate but with a higher penalty for underreporting income. They use the ASY

model as their baseline, and thus all taxpayers are supposed to have some positive

propensity to cheat, moderated only by their level of risk aversion. Taxpayers are

distinguished by the amount that they choose to underreport under the prevailing

tax regime. An arbitrary cutoff is proposed, where those who underreport more

than the cutoff are considered “big fish” and those who underreport less “small

fish.” Falkinger & Walther show that if the government raises audit rates in the NO

BONUS regime, the big fish who remain are induced to pay higher taxes, while those

who switch to the BONUS regime also pay more taxes due to the deterrence effect

of the higher penalty rate. Though small fish may pay less tax, overall revenues to

the tax authority increase if the audit rate is set sufficiently high in the NO BONUS

regime.

Raskolnikov (2009) also proposes two regimes that taxpayers must choose be-

tween, after which the government can target enforcement efforts. Raskolnikov ex-

plicitly acknowledges the various economic and non-economic reasons that different

individuals have for paying (or not paying) their taxes, such as fear of disapproval,

guilt, duty, and habit, and proposes a tax structure that aims to separate those with

different motivations for paying their taxes. See Kalambokidis et al. (2012) for a

more extensive summary of this complex proposal.

The first regime (deterrence regime) in Raskolnikov (2009) is similar to the ex-

isting tax system, but with steeper penalties for underreporting. The high penalties
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serve to dissuade rational ASY-types (“gamers”) from underreporting too much,

since high penalty rates reduce noncompliance for this group. The second regime

(compliance regime) has low penalties for underreporting but involves a set of “con-

ditions.” The conditions should be very costly for gamers, but relatively painless for

“non-gamers,” those with other motivations for paying taxes. One example given is

the requirement to agree that in any future disputes with the tax authority, the tax-

payer will essentially be treated as “guilty until proven innocent” and the burden falls

on the taxpayer to provide clear evidence supporting their position. The compliance

regime would also include enticements such as “readily available prefiling advice,

respectful audits, mass media campaigns emphasizing widespread compliance” and

similar measures that make life easier for those who do not wish to cheat, but provide

relatively minor benefits for gamers. A key feature of this model is the use of legal

and other means that are not traditionally “economic” to create an effective sorting

mechanism.

Though Raskolnikov (2009) and Falkinger & Walther (1991) propose regime

choice mechanisms that could theoretically improve overall compliance by separating

taxpayers with different characteristics, neither tests whether their proposed mech-

anisms actually work to separate different types of taxpayers. This study is a first

step in filling that gap. While the complex legal components of the Raskolnikov

proposal are difficult to implement in a laboratory, the economic parameters studied

in the ASY model and by Falkinger & Walther are simple to manipulate. Conse-

quently, those forces are what the design of this study was based on. However, in

this study, rather than providing the option of a low-tax, high-penalty regime to tax-
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payers, we provide a low-burden, high-transparency regime. The low-burden aspect

can be interpreted similarly to Raskolnikov’s proposal to offer tax filing services to

taxpayers in the compliance regime, while the high-transparency aspect means that

underreporting is very difficult, and in this experiment it is actually impossible.

3 Research questions

This paper addresses a number of research questions. The first questions can be

answered within the relatively narrow context of our experimental setting. First, is

subjects’ behavior consistent with standard economic theory, and if not, how does it

deviate? Second, does propensity-to-cheat (PTC), as measured using tax reporting

behavior in an earlier stage of our experiment, affect the choice of tax regime in a

later stage?

The next set of questions concerns the experimental setting itself, and addresses

the study’s external validity. First, are subjects’ cheating behaviors in the lab consis-

tent with their self-reported tax morale,6 as measured by the World Values Survey?7

The idea behind this question is to determine how much of what we are measuring as

PTC is due to some underlying “true” propensity to cheat on actual taxes, and how

much is restricted to the context of our lab experiment, and thus may be measuring

something closer to general risk aversion, since the experimental setting lacks some

of the features of most real-world taxes such as contributing to a public good. Next,

I want to investigate more closely the subset of our subjects who are business own-

6
Tax morale is defined as “an individual’s innate willingness to pay taxes.”

7
See http://www.wvsevsdb.com/wvs/WVSAnalizeQuestion.jsp
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ers or partners. These individuals are empirically much more likely to underreport

income than the general taxpayer population, and our experiment may be able to

shed light on whether business owners are “naturally” more prone to cheating, or

whether it is the differing opportunities to cheat that cause the large differences in

tax compliance between these groups. Though our sample of business owners is small

(34 subjects), we can provide preliminary evidence on this topic.

4 Experimental Design & Methodology

4.a Experimental Design

There are several factors that cause people to differ in the amount that they un-

derreport income, including different opportunities to cheat, different propensities

to cheat, the enforcement environment (e.g., audit and penalty rates), and income

level. The experimental approach allows us to hold the opportunity to cheat constant

across individuals, vary the enforcement environment, constrain income variation to

a small band, and measure propensity to cheat by observing subjects’ underreport-

ing choices in our experimental setting. The measurement of cheating propensity,

in particular, is essentially impossible in a natural setting, because even if an exten-

sive and randomly assigned auditing campaign could accurately identify the actual

cheating rates of different types of people, other correlated factors (omitted variables)

will confound any attempt to attribute these different cheating rates to underlying

differences in “propensity to cheat.” Lab experiments are often subjected to criti-

cism for failing to possess external validity, partly due to the overrepresentation of
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university students in experimental subject pools. Due to the heavy concentration

of tax evasion among business owners, we attempted to recruit from a non-student

population as much as possible, and 10 percent of subjects were business owners or

partners, while 28 percent were non-students.

The experiment consisted of three stages, and each stage consisted of a number of

rounds. In each round, subjects performed a simple word sorting task on a computer

to earn “income,” and then reported that income to the experimental tax authority.8

The task involved sorting a list of 30 randomly selected words into alphabetical

bins, and the number of words the subject correctly sorted within the time span of

the round was multiplied by a “wage rate” to determine income. The amount of

time to earn income and the wage rate were held constant across rounds, while the

other parameters were varied, as is detailed below.9 Table 1 gives a summary of the

different experimental “states” faced by each subject. Each state is characterized by a

particular combination of parameters. Prior to each stage, subjects read instructions

and answered three quiz questions to test their comprehension,10 and also completed

one practice round.

In the first stage, subjects faced 12 different combinations of tax rates, audit rates,

and penalties for underreporting income in each round. All subjects saw the same

combinations of parameters, but in random order. After completing the sorting task,

subjects chose how much income to report. A screen was displayed where subjects

could enter different amounts of reported income, and before submitting their report

8
The “tax authority” was actually just the computer that a subject was using, which internally

recorded the amount reported.
9
Earning time was 30 seconds per round and wage rate was $1.20 per task completed.

10
Subjects were paid $.50 for each correctly answered quiz question, for a total of up to $4.50.
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they were able to see post–tax-and-penalty income in the case of both audit or no

audit. Tax was removed from the reported income, and if a subject was audited and

they had underreported, they paid the full tax plus a penalty, which was calculated

as the penalty rate multiplied by the amount of evaded tax, π × t(Y − X). From

this stage we were able to construct measures of each subject’s propensity to cheat,

which are detailed below.

In the second stage, subjects reported their income from the earning task by filling

out a reporting form that involved locating a number on their carrel,11 entering two

numbers that were presented on the screen (sorting tasks completed and seconds per

task), and multiplying the wage rate by the number of tasks completed to calculate

total earnings. Before beginning the round, however, the subjects could choose to

pay a “burden reduction fee,” which allowed them to skip the reporting form. There

was no opportunity for underreporting whether they paid the fee or not. In each of

the five rounds subjects faced a different burden reduction fee, ranging from $0.25

to $4.00. Stage 2 allowed us to construct indices of willingness-to-pay for burden

reduction, which we use as controls for the subjective cost of reporting (reporting

burden) in later analyses.

In the third stage, prior to the earning task in each round, subjects had to make

a choice between two tax reporting regimes. In the “automatic reporting” regime,

subjects had to fill out a form, but after that form was filled out they were done

entering information and the computer recorded their actual income, leaving no

opportunity to cheat. The form type in the automatic regime could take the values

11
A carrel consists of a desk with a computer screen on top, along with separators on both sides

to shield each subjects’ screen from other subjects. It looks like a cubicle or a voting booth.
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of NONE, SHORT, or LONG. NONE involved no form to fill out, SHORT involved

only entering the carrel number, and LONG is as described for Stage 2. In the “self

reporting” regime, subjects were always required to fill out the LONG form, but then

reported their own income as in Stage 1, which gave them a chance to underreport

income. The third stage allows us to examine subjects’ behavior when faced with

tradeoffs between tax reporting burden reduction and the ability to underreport

income, and also the effectiveness of using the choice of tax reporting regime as a

proxy for propensity to cheat.

At the end of the experiment, one round from each stage was randomly selected

to be the payout round. The subject was then paid half of the post-tax and penalty

dollar amount earned in each of the three selected rounds, plus the payment for

correctly answered quiz questions.

4.b Theoretical framework

The Allingham/Sandmo/Yitzhaki model is the basic theoretical framework for mak-

ing and testing predictions about our subjects’ behavior. As detailed above, this

is a standard expected utility model applied to the case of tax evasion where the

penalty is linear in the amount of tax evaded. Here I apply the model to the specific

parameter values in our experiment to obtain predictions about observable behavior.

I will first consider the simplest case of a subject with risk-neutral preferences,

i.e., a utility function that is linear in income. This person will attempt to maximize

the expected value of their payoffs. Let α be the audit rate, π the penalty rate, t the
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tax rate, Y actual earnings, X reported earnings. Then the taxpayer’s problem is:

max
0≤X≤Y

EV(X) = (1− α)(Y − tX) + α((1− t)Y − πt(Y −X)) (2)

Consider the derivative of the objective function with respect to amount reported,

dEV(X)
dX = απt − (1 − α)t. Note that this is a constant. If this expression is < 0

then an additional dollar reported always reduces the expected payoff. The subject

has the incentive to underreport the maximum amount, so X∗ = 0, where X∗ is

the maximizer. If απt − (1 − α)t > 0 then an additional dollar reported always

increases the expected payoff. The subject will fully report, so X∗ = Y . Only

when the probability-weighted marginal benefit of underreporting exactly equals its

probability-weighted marginal cost, so that απ = 1 − α, will an interior solution

exist. In this case any report is optimal.

Plugging our experimental parameter values into this formula, a risk-neutral sub-

ject will choose either to report no income (states 1-8, 18-23), report any amount

of income (states 9-10), or report all income (states 11-12, and 24-26). Note that

this matches up closely with the audit rate. For audit rates of 0 and 0.1 it is always

optimal to fully underreport. For audit rate of .5, any amount is optimal when the

penalty rate is 1, and full reporting is optimal when the penalty rate is 2.

As risk-aversion increases, rational agents will put less of their money into a

“risky asset.” In this case the risk-free asset is the amount of income reported, while

the amount underreported is the risky asset. So strictly risk-averse subjects will

underreport less (report more of their income) than risk-neutral subjects. A risk-

averse subject will still report all income in the negative-expected-value states. They
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will also report all income for the two previously ambiguous states (in these cases

underreporting is a “fair gamble” which is always rejected by a strictly risk-averse

agent). For the zero-audit-rate rounds they will still report zero income, since these

rounds do not truly represent a choice under uncertainty: any income not reported

is just free money. They may or may not report zero income in the remaining states

however (those with audit rate=.1); the prediction is ambiguous and depends on the

level of risk aversion of each individual subject. However, since the expected value of

underreporting is always positive in these rounds, no rational agent will fully report

their income (Varian, 1992, p. 184).

4.c Construction of propensity-to-cheat and willingness-to-

pay indices

We constructed two indices to capture the extent of subjects’ propensity to cheat.

The first index, PTC1, is the fraction of rounds (out of 12) within Stage 1 that

an individual reported less than their full income. We might say this measures the

breadth of cheating. The second, PTC2, is the fraction of total income earned in

Stage 1 that was not reported. This index measures the depth of cheating. The two

indices correlate at 0.77, so there is substantial independent variation between the

two. We compare our results below using either index, to see if they are sensitive to

the particular measure of PTC used. Since PTC is an ill-defined latent variable, we

have no strong priors about which index is “better” than the other, and in future

work constructing a composite of the two may be useful. PTC is a hybrid concept

encompassing both non-economic forces such as “tax morale” and economic forces
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like risk aversion.

Our measure of willingness-to-pay for burden reduction (WTP) is more straight-

forward than the PTC indices. The WTP index is an attempt to proxy for subjective

cost of reporting, but WTP is an objective quantity that we measure in dollars. We

do not have a perfect measure since people are not forced to reveal their true WTP

but rather we see which of several dollar amounts are below and above their actual

value. We elected to use a WTP index that is the fraction each subject paid, out of

the total amount that they could have paid ($7.75).

4.d Regression analysis

Predicting underreporting in Stage 1

To investigate more carefully the effect of the experimental parameters on under-

reporting of income, I employed two forms of Tobit regression, namely a two-limit

Tobit and an extension of this to a random-effects panel model. The dependent

variable in these models was the fraction of income underreported. The Tobit model

is useful when you face a substantial number of subjects facing a corner solution. In

the case of underreported income, there were actually two corner solutions: subjects

could not underreport less than zero or more than their total income.12 Since the

level of income varies by subject and round, converting the amount of underreporting

to a fraction of total income simplifies the analysis considerably.

In a situation with corner solutions, a standard ordinary least squares estimate

12
Technically negative underreporting was possible. However, it provided no benefit and was rare

(3% of all reports). For this paper, negative amounts were revised to equal zero prior to analysis.
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of the slope will generally be biased downward (Wooldridge, 2010, pp. 674-5). Tobit

surmounts this problem by assuming the existence of a latent index variable that is

“censored” in the case of a corner solution. In our case when this latent variable

takes a value below zero or above 1, then we observe 0 or 1, respectively.

The model further assumes that the distribution of errors in this model is normal,

and its estimates are inconsistent if this assumption fails to hold. However, there is no

obviously better alternative for estimating the conditional mean in this context that

does not make some questionable assumptions, and since our experimental setting is

quite different from any real-world context, it is more important to get a general idea

of the direction and relative magnitudes of the effects of experimental parameters,

rather than trying to precisely estimate some empirically important quantity. I

decided that controlling for the corner solutions in an imperfect way was better than

just ignoring them. One thing to note about the regressions is that the estimated

effects of the experimental parameters should be invariant (within random error) to

which control variables are included in the model, since they are entirely independent

by virtue of the experimental design. Thus control variables are included only to

improve estimates of the effect of income, business-owner status, and the cheating

question from the World Values Survey.

Predicting regime choice using PTC and WTP

To investigate the effect of propensity-to-cheat and cost of reporting burden on the

choice of subjects between the automatic reporting and self reporting regimes, I used

the probit regression model. Probit is one of the most commonly used methods for
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studying the generation of binary dependent variables, and models choice using a lin-

ear index of the explanatory variables. When this index plus a normally-distributed

random error exceeds zero, the subjects chooses the self-reporting regime and we

observe a value of 1 for the dependent variable “regime.” Otherwise the value is

zero. Estimation of parameter values proceeds by maximum likelihood techniques.

As in the case of the Stage 1 Tobit regressions, I estimated both standard probit and

random-effects probit models, to account for the panel nature of our dataset.

The key predictors of interest were PTC1 and PTC2 from Stage 1, which entered

into separate models, and WTP from Stage 2, which was used to control for differ-

ences in the cost of burden. The idea behind controlling for WTP is that two main

forces are working in the decision between automatic and self reporting: subjects

consider both how much reporting burden they can avoid by choosing automatic re-

porting and how much they could gain by underreporting income in the self-reporting

regime. If PTC and WTP are at all correlated, then failing to control for WTP will

cause the regression estimates to falsely attribute the “reporting-burden-effect” to

PTC.

In the tables below I report marginal effects, also known as average partial ef-

fects. Since probit predictions/estimated probabilities of choosing self-reporting are

a nonlinear function (the normal cumulative distribution function) applied to a lin-

ear index, the derivatives of the predicted value (i.e., the partial effects) are not

constant but depend on the level of the index. As such the coefficients estimated are

difficult to interpret. Average partial effects report the average of the partial effect

of a variable over all the predicted index values observed in the data.
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Finally, I separated the data into subsets based on audit rate (3 rounds for each

audit rate), to investigate differences in the decision structure with changes in the

expected value of cheating in the self-report round. Initially I separated the regres-

sions by each experimental state, but there were no differences in estimated effects

within each audit rate category.

Determining the effect of PTC and WTP on underreporting in Stage 3

I again used Tobit regressions in Stage 3 to predict underreporting contingent on hav-

ing selected the self-report regime. I compared the results to Stage 1 Tobit estimates

using the subsample of Stage 1 with the same parameter values as Stage 3 (penalty

rate=2, tax rate=.15). I also used a random-effects Tobit specification, as in Stage

1. These regressions allow one both to check for consistency of behavior between

stages (by looking at the coefficient on PTC) and to determine if self-selection into

the self-reporting regime changed aggregate patterns of reporting behavior within

that regime, compared to the case where there is no choice of regime.

5 Results

5.a Descriptive statistics

Subject demographics. Table 3 gives the demographic breakdown of our subjects.

52 percent of subjects are male. 76 percent are under 30. 72 percent are students,

fairly evenly distributed across grades. 36 percent are not employed, while 10 percent

are business owners or partners. This table also contains the mean values for the PTC
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and WTP indices, and the World Values Survey cheating question (WVS index), all

of which range between 0 and 1. Generally, both PTC indices and the WVS index

decrease with age, while WTP increases. Asians give much higher scores on the WVS

index than any other race. Students score higher on both PTC indices and the WVS

index, as do individuals who are not employed.

Business Owners. I ran a t-test of three variables, PTC1, PTC2, and the

World Values Survey cheating question to determine if business owners have higher

propensity-to-cheat than the rest of the population. Three things are notable about

the results. First, as can be seen in Table 3, business owners actually have higher

mean scores than nonbusiness-owners for the PTC indices, but lower scores on the

cheating question. Second, the differences are not significant at any conventional

level. Third, using the estimated means and standard deviations as approximations

to the actual levels, the power of all three tests is less than 0.2, so the lack of

statistical significance gives us little information about the actual relationship. On

average, business owners are 6.4 percent more likely to choose self-reporting than

non-business-owners based on the Probit specification reported in Table 5. Though

this is statistically significant, it is a small difference.

All of this evidence suggests that it is likely the low information reporting require-

ments for sole proprietors within the current tax system in the United States, rather

than fundamental differences in propensity to cheat among business owners, that

is the driver of the heavy underreporting of small business income relative to other

types of income. Black et al. (2012) discuss the dramatic differences in income under-

reporting when separating types of income by information reporting requirements.
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Another possibility is that business owners are used to making simple calculations

and find the self-reporting regime quite easy. The sample size is unfortunately too

small to make any conclusions about this group.

5.b Stage 1 Parameter Effects

I take several approaches to analyzing subjects’ underreporting behavior in Stage 1

of the experiment. First I attempt to sort subjects into categories based on their

behavior. The largest and most obvious category is those who never underreport.

These people make up 23 percent of the sample, and I refer to them as “Compliers.” It

is tempting to further categorize the remainder of subjects based on a more detailed

analysis of their Stage 1 behavior, but in this paper I simply classify subjects as

Compliers or “Gamers” (everyone that underreports in at least one round). Over all

of stage 1, 53 percent of subject-rounds led to zero underreporting, and 17 percent to

full underreporting. It is also interesting is to look at how this relationship changes

with the audit rate. Figure 1 is a histogram of the fraction underreported in Stage

1, by audit rate. The importance of audit rate in underreporting decisions, as well

as the heavy concentration of reporting at either all income or no income, are very

apparent in this figure. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of Table 2a, which

shows the mean fractions underreported by experimental state in Stage 1. The most

notable feature of this graph is the large differences in mean fraction reported by

audit rate, compared to much smaller differences by penalty and tax rates. Table

2a reveals that for nonzero audit rates, the penalty rate also makes a difference (4

percent more subjects underreport when the penalty rate is only 1). This is not the
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case when audit rate is zero which makes sense since penalty does not apply. Tax

rate has no discernible effect for any combination of audit and penalty rates. About

36 percent of subjects were fully compliant even when the audit rate is zero. This

is higher than suggested by our first PTC index, which indicates that 23 percent of

subjects never underreport in Stage 1, while 10 percent always underreport. Perhaps

this discrepancy is caused by subjects experimenting with underreports and then

switching back to full reporting. The second PTC index is the fraction of earned

income underreported over all of Stage 1. The highest level of this index is .84,

meaning that apart from the large group of Compliers, everyone else was sensitive

to the parameters in the experimentnobody always chose to report zero, even if they

did always underreport.

Table 4 presents the regression results from Stage 1. Both the signs and mag-

nitudes of the estimates are interesting. First note that the effect of increasing the

audit rate is substantially larger than the effects of varying the other parameters, at

least within the ranges we chose to use in the experiment. This is what we saw with

the descriptive statistics. Next it is interesting to note the basic conformity with the

predictions of the Allingham/Sandmo/Yitzhaki model. As the models predicts, in

our experiment increasing both audit rate and penalty rates improves compliance,

and higher income decreases compliance. The income effect is substantial consider-

ing the standard deviation of this variable was 4.9. Moving from $15 to $25 income

raised the average fraction of underreported income by 37 percent. The model also

predicts a positive effect of increasing the tax rate on compliance if subjects exhibit

decreasing absolute risk aversion, and zero effect if a subject is risk-neutral. Although
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our point estimates of the tax rate effects are positive, they are not significantly dif-

ferent from zero. Based on these regression results our subjects’ behavior does not

appear to contradict this model. We also note that there is no detectable differ-

ence in underreporting between business owners and the rest of the population. The

WTP index has no significant effect, suggesting that PTC and WTP are not closely

related. This is also corroborated by their small zero-order correlations, which are

-.09 and -.13 for PTC1 and PTC2, respectively.

5.c The World Values Survey Cheating Question

We have just seen that in aggregate our subjects behavior appears to fit well with

the ASY model. However, this model fails to explain the behavior of Compliers, who

never cheat even when the audit rate is zero. Non-economic motivations must be

invoked to explain this behavior. This was the inspiration for asking our subjects the

World Values Survey question: “Is cheating on your taxes, if you have the chance,

always justifiable, never justifiable, or something in between?” Subjects answered this

question by indicating a number between 1 and 10. We have rescaled this question to

range between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to “never justifiable” and 1 corresponds

to “always justifiable.” This rescaled index will be referred to as the “WVS index.”

Tables 5 and 6 and Figures 3 and 4 examine this question further. Table 5a

displays the raw correlations between the WVS index and the two PTC indices.

Correlations range from .22 to .26 depending on the type of correlation coefficient

used. Although these are positive and significantly different from zero, these corre-

lations are quite small and suggest that most of the variation in within-experiment
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propensity to cheat is coming from sources other than tax morale. There are two

obvious explanations for this result. First, we may lose faith in our PTC index and

claim that it is not measuring “realistic” tax reporting behavior, which is what the

WVS question is specifically framed to capture. Alternatively, we can interpret these

results as evidence that the WVS index is not in fact capturing the characteristic

that it was designed for, perhaps because it is simply a self-report with nothing on

the line. In this case we would be asserting that within-experiment, incentive-driven

behavior is more valid at capturing “true” PTC than the self-reported answer to a

survey question. Our evidence alone cannot distinguish between these two explana-

tions.

We can use regression to get a clearer picture of the relationship between the

WVS index and the PTC indices. Figure 3a graphs the overall effect (linear plus

quadratic terms) of the WVS index in the Tobit regressions reported above. This

figure clearly shows some nonlinearity in this relationship—at low values of WVS

index, increases are associated with substantially more underreporting. This peaks

around .55 or .66 and then levels off or falls slightly. The decrease at high WVS

index values may just be due to the restrictions imposed by the linear and quadratic

functional form. This type of relationship is difficult to interpret given that the

question was answered on an inherently ordinal Likert scale, so I will just treat this

as an empirical observation.

When we look more specifically at the Complier/Gamer dichotomy, the WVS

index comes into much clearer focus. Figure 4 shows the distribution of fraction of

income underreported by Complier status. 51% of Compliers answered that cheating
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was “never justifiable” compared to 21% of Gamers. Table 5b displays the correla-

tions between PTC indices and the WVS index for Gamers only. The correlations

drop to between .12 and .15, which are very small correlations, although they are

significantly different from zero. This decrease suggests that much of the observed

correlation between the PTC and WVS indices comes from “shared zeroes.” In other

words, many subjects are both Compliers and think cheating is never justifiable.

Figure 3b displays the overall WVS index effect from Tobit regressions using only

Gamers. The relationship is almost reversed: now WVS index responses seem to

have little effect at the low ranges, but the effect greatly increase as WVS index

increases. The large effect at low ranges that we saw in Figure 3a appears to be

due almost entirely to Compliers. I also ran a probit regression to predict Complier

status using the WVS index and demographic controls. The results are reported in

Table 6. Two things are notable about the results. First, they corroborate the story

I have been telling about the relationship between the WVS question and Complier

status: the marginal effect of the WVS index (essentially, the average effect of moving

from 0 to 1) is to decrease the probability of being a Complier by 22%. The sec-

ond interesting result is that age is the only demographic variable that significantly

effects the probability of being a Complier, and being older substantially increases

this probability.

Overall these results suggest that there are important links between the WVS

question and in-experiment behavior. Moreover, the primary effect is that those who

think cheating is never justifiable often never cheat. The WVS question appears to be

effectively capturing some of the non-economic factors that cause some individuals to
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never underreport. Further investigation into this question could give strong support

to the external validity of this experiment.

5.d Stage 2 results

The demand for burden reduction is displayed graphically in Figure 5, which is

adapted from Kalambokidis et al. (2012). Same information is contained in Table 2b.

The demand curve for burden reduction is downward sloping and elasticity increases

slightly at higher prices. It is worth noting that 42 percent of subjects pay for burden

reduction in at least one round, so clearly the reporting burden is at least somewhat

salient for many subjects. Only 10 percent of subjects pay the full $4.00. I will also

note here that Stage 3 average income is $26. If fully reported, the tax paid on that

income at the 15 percent rate is $3.90, very close to the maximum burden reduction

fee. If we consider the case in Stage 3 where the automatic reporting form is NONE,

and the audit rate is zero, then the average gain in monetary payout by switching

from the automatic reporting regime to the self-reporting regime and reporting zero

income is more than the cost of reporting for about 90 percent of subjects. Although

we do not specifically look at the consistency of these individuals’ behavior across

stages, it is an interesting direction for future work with these data.

5.e Predicting regime choice using Stage 1 and 2 behavior

Table 5 presents the average partial effects from several probit specifications predict-

ing reporting regime choice in Stage 3. The first thing to note is the differences in

the two models. The random effects model estimates much larger (in magnitude)
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coefficients than the standard probit, while the signs are the same. Moreover, the

significance of the world-vales survey cheating question, and the effect of being a

Complier, both disappear. It is not clear to me how to interpret these findings.

Further investigation of the correct specification of this relationship, including use of

the correlated random effects probit model, may be warranted for future work. I will

focus on the standard probit results for the remainder of this section. As anticipated,

higher audit rates make self-reporting less likely. Higher income makes self-reporting

more likely. Surprisingly, the form type, which is an attempt to vary the amount of

reporting burden avoided by switching to the auto-reporting regime, had no effect

on subjects’ regime choice. On the other hand, willingness-to-pay for burden reduc-

tion did substantially increase the likelihood of choosing the auto-reporting regime,

as expected. The main coefficients of interest are the propensity-to-cheat indices

(PTC1 and PTC2) which both increase the likelihood of choosing self-reporting.

This indicates that the choice of regime is causing some self-selection of those with

higher propensity-to-cheat into the self-reporting regime. Furthermore, those who

never cheated in Stage 1 (Compliers) are approximately 6-9 percent less likely to

choose the self-reporting regime, which is the anticipated direction but smaller than

expected. We also noted that 35 percent of subjects who chose self-reporting did not

actually cheat, and that this result holds across reporting form types. These people

present a puzzle, since they chose to accept a higher reporting burden, but neither

they nor anybody else benefited in any way from their doing so.

To investigate the choice of regime more closely, I ran an additional set of probit

regressions, stratified by audit rate. These are reported in Table 6. The marginal
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effects of income and WTP do not differ dramatically between audit rates. Form

type remains insignificant. Note that all of the significance in the PTC1 coefficient

is coming from the round with audit rate = 0.1. This is consistent with an expected-

utility interpretation of the results: rational risk-neutral or risk-averse subjects who

are attempting to maximize expected utility are going to report fully when audit

rate = 0.5, and report nothing when audit rate = 0, but individual differences in

risk aversion should lead to reporting differences in the rounds where audit rate =

0.1. Another interesting finding is that “Complier” has a significant effect only in

the audit rate = 0 states, where it increases the likelihood of choosing the automatic

reporting regime by .28. I interpret this as a reflection of the much higher likelihood

of choosing the automatic regime across all subjects when there is a positive audit

rate, due to the deterrence effect, which reduces the difference between Compliers

and others. When the audit rate is zero, however, many Compliers choose automatic

reporting since they are not going to cheat, whereas the incentive to choose self-

reporting is much stronger for the remaining subjects since they can cheat without

bearing any risk.

5.f Predicting Stage 3 underreporting using behavior in Stages

1 and 2

Table 7 presents the results of the Tobit regressions in Stage 3, similar to those

in Stage 1. A stage 1 regression is also included for comparison, with the sample

restricted to those rounds that matched Stage 3 on the penalty rate and tax rate

parameters. Coefficients have the same signs and are similar in magnitude to the
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estimates from Stage 1. The results do not change substantially when only “long

form” rounds are included in the regression. In these rounds the reporting burden

is essentially the same for auto- and self-reporting. Adding random effects does not

alter the coefficients a large amount, as was the case with the probit regressions.

It is also worth noting the differences in the estimated effects of the experimental

parameters between the two standard Tobit models with different controls. This

occurs because these regressions are conditional on choosing the self-reporting regime,

and thus the experimental parameters are no longer uncorrelated with each other or

the control variables. Overall these results indicate that having a choice of reporting

regime does not fundamentally alter the pattern of subjects’ response to changes in

parameters.

Furthermore, propensity-to-cheat, as measured by both of our indices, increases

underreporting, which is in line with expectations. Subjects who were Compliers

in Stage 1 still report much less in the self-reporting regime. Willingness-to-pay for

burden reduction, conditional on self-reporting, also is associated with more under-

reporting, but it is difficult to determine whether this effect is actually due to WTP

or whether it is simply picking up the effects of correlated omitted variables. One

possible explanation for this finding is that subjects with low WTP do not mind fill-

ing out the LONG reporting form, and so they may choose the self-reporting regime

regardless of how much they plan to earn by cheating. In contrast, those with high

WTP have a high cost of filling out the reporting form, and thus only when the

benefit of cheating is high, which requires high underreporting, do we see high-WTP

subjects choosing the self-reporting regime.
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6 Conclusion

I have reported several types of evidence that within this experimental context, the

choice between a high-burden, low-transparency and a low-burden, high transparency

tax regime causes those with higher propensity-to-cheat on their taxes to self-select

into the high-burden regime, even after controlling for cost of reporting. These find-

ings provide evidence that use of a similar mechanism in a natural context could be

effective as a separation mechanism, and corroborate the findings of several theoret-

ical studies on the topic. More specifically, we have seen that propensity-to-cheat as

measured in Stage 1 does appear to influence the choice of tax regime, and in the

expected direction. However, the propensity-to-cheat index only influences choice

within rounds where the audit rate is .1. In these rounds there is uncertainty in pay-

offs in the self-reporting regime when a subject chooses to cheat, but the expected

payoffs are still positive, so differences in risk aversion drive differences in reporting

behavior. In contrast, when the audit rate is 0, being a Complier significantly affects

regime choice, which makes sense because only those with non-economic reasons for

not cheating would choose to not cheat in these rounds, after controlling for report-

ing burden. Surprisingly, the “form type,” which is an attempt to vary the cost of

choosing the self-reporting regime, does not appear to have any effect on subjects’

choice of regime.

In addition to the analysis of regime choice, we have evidence on some of the more

specific forces that are driving the difference in cheating behavior among subjects, in

the absence of regime choice. Subjects can be usefully separated into Gamers, who

sometimes cheat on their income reports and are usually sensitive to the experimental
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parameters, and Compliers, who never cheat. Among the parameters that we varied

experimentally, audit rate had the largest impact on subjects’ behavior. This may

be due to the fact that the expected value of underreporting income switches from

positive to negative as the audit rate changes, while this is not the case for the

tax or penalty rates, holding audit rate constant. Moreover, the change from 0

to .1 audit rate is a shift from a certain to an uncertain choice. The signs of the

estimated parameter effects were as predicted in the Allingham/Sandmo/Yitzhaki

model. However, a large fraction of subjects (the Compliers) never underreported,

which cannot be explained by this model. TheWorld Values Survey cheating question

sheds some light on the Compliers. Compliers are much more likely to have indicated

they believe that cheating on taxes is never justifiable, and lower scores on the WVS

index are associated with higher likelihood of being a Complier. The WVS question

is designed to capture the non-economic motivation of “tax morale,” and thus we

can attribute at least a part of the observed Complier behavior to this quality.

Though our experimental context and our population differ in significant ways

from natural settings, there is still good reason to believe that our results hold

meaningful external validity. To begin with, there is clearly a link between being a

Complier and subjects’ answers to the WVS question. People who both never cheated

in the experiment and said that cheating was never justifiable seem highly unlikely

to cheat on taxes in a real-world setting. However, apart from these individuals,

there are large discrepancies between our experimental measures of PTC and the

WVS question. This fact, in addition to the comments of several subjects over
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the course of the experiment,13 makes it seem likely that many of the cheaters in

our experiment are not the same people as those who cheat on actual taxes. PTC

among these subjects seems more likely to capture general risk aversion than actual

propensity to cheat on taxes. But external validity only requires us to assume that

within the context of real-world tax reporting, a similar mechanism to the one in

this experiment could produce similar results for the set of people with high real-

world propensity-to-cheat. Regardless of what is causing a high PTC within certain

people, whether low tax morale in a real-world setting or incomplete framing and

a “gamer” mentality in our experiment, high PTC should cause separation in the

face of a similar regime choice. The same fundamental economic forces are in effect

regardless of the specific context that is influencing individual preferences.

There are numerous avenues for future research based on this dataset, including:

—Data were collected on subjects’ personality characteristics. Currently this has

remained unexamined, and is likely to provide some very interesting results. The

relationship between these measures and the WVS question could also be interesting.

—A closer look at reporting burden could also be interesting, and one possibility

is using the actual amount of time a subject spent on the reporting screen as an

alternative measure to WTP. This may also help shed light on why the form type

has no effect on behavior in Stage 3. d —Another area that is very interesting is

looking at those subjects in more detail who chose the self-reporting regime but did

not underreport. Perhaps these people did not understand the instructions? We

have a question asking for subjects’ self-assessed understanding of the rules in the

13
For example, one subject told us “I would never cheat on my taxes but here I cheated every

opportunity I got.”
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experiment that could be used to help answer this and other questions.

—I have begun to pick apart the probit regressions by separating them by audit

rate, and I would like to go further in this direction, and extend this type of analysis

to other outcomes such as underreporting in Stages 1 and 3.

—Look more closely at individual subjects’ behavior in Stage 1, and use it to

classify people into types based on apparent motivations for not underreporting and

possibly get a measure of risk aversion. This classification system can then be fur-

ther examined in the context of the regressions separated by experimental state. In

particular, some types of subjects would be expected to alter their behavior between

the states, based on the expected value of underreporting, while others will not.

—Further investigating how the experimental parameters affect the quality of

separation via regime choice in Stage 3 is another interesting direction.
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State Stage 
Probability of 
audit 

Penalty 
rate Tax rate 

Burden 
reduction 
fee 

Form 
type 

1 1 0 1 0.15   

2 1 0 1 0.3   

3 1 0 2 0.15   

4 1 0 2 0.3   

5 1 0.1 1 0.15   

6 1 0.1 1 0.3   

7 1 0.1 2 0.15   

8 1 0.1 2 0.3   

9 1 0.5 1 0.15   

10 1 0.5 1 0.3   

11 1 0.5 2 0.15   

12 1 0.5 2 0.3   

13 2   0.15 $0.25  Long 

14 2   0.15 $0.50  Long 

15 2   0.15 $1.00  Long 

16 2   0.15 $2.00  Long 

17 2   0.15 $4.00  Long 

18 3 0 2 0.15  None 

19 3 0 2 0.15  Short 

20 3 0 2 0.15  Long 

21 3 0.1 2 0.15  None 

22 3 0.1 2 0.15  Short 

23 3 0.1 2 0.15  Long 

24 3 0.5 2 0.15  None 

25 3 0.5 2 0.15  Short 

26 3 0.5 2 0.15   Long 
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State 
Probability 
of audit 

Penalty 
rate Tax rate 

Percent of 
subjects non-

compliant 
Mean fraction 

under-reported  
1 0 1 0.15 62.7 0.51 
2 0 1 0.30 63.9 0.52 
3 0 2 0.15 63.3 0.51 
4 0 2 0.30 65.8 0.52 
5 0.1 1 0.15 53.3 0.32 
6 0.1 1 0.30 54.2 0.33 
7 0.1 2 0.15 48.5 0.27 
8 0.1 2 0.30 48.8 0.26 
9 0.5 1 0.15 27 0.10 

10 0.5 1 0.30 27.3 0.09 
11 0.5 2 0.15 23.6 0.08 
12 0.5 2 0.30 23.6 0.07 
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1. For states 18-26, the percent non-compliant is among subjects who chose the self-
reporting regime. 

2. Adapted from Kalambokidis et al. (2012) 
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State Tax rate 
Probability 
of audit 

Penalty 
rate 

Form 
type 

Percent of 
subjects 

choosing self-
reporting 

Percent of 
subjects non-

compliant1 

Mean under-
reported 
amount 

18 0.15 0 2 None 72.7 78.3 0.50 
19 0.15 0 2 Short 72.4 80.7 0.52 
20 0.15 0 2 Long 70.9 82.9 0.51 
21 0.15 0.1 2 None 57.9 70.2 0.26 
22 0.15 0.1 2 Short 59.7 69 0.26 
23 0.15 0.1 2 Long 60.6 67 0.26 
24 0.15 0.5 2 None 35.2 32.8 0.02 
25 0.15 0.5 2 Short 36.7 27.3 0.03 
26 0.15 0.5 2 Long 35.8 28 0.03 
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' ' ' H%(,-/1.0&'0('AJ-$0' ' '

' 2'
V'()'
0(0$7' T/5-+'>' T/5-+'<'

W.77./C/-11'0('
H$&'

WU!'BJ-$0./C'
./5-+'

G-#$7-' >QK' L<:O' :OP' :<X' :>L' :K='

S$7-' >LQ' OQ:P' :OX' :K<' :>X' :KK'

4C-3'"/5-%'<=' P>' >X:L' :P>' :KY' :>O' :KK'

''''FR-/0.-1' >Y>' LQ:Y' :OQ' :K<' :>O' :KL'

''''FJ.%0.-1' KK' >=:=' :OL' :<X' :>Q' :<P'

''''G(%0.-1' >O' O:<' :K=' :>L' :<O' :>Q'

''''G.)0.-1' <>' P:O' :<>' :=Y' :<Q' :>P'

''''!.+0.-1' >=' K:=' :K<' :>>' :O=' :<Q'

E$B-Z-0J/.B.0&3'WJ.0-' <=L' P<:>' :OP' :K=' :>Q' :<L'

'''''41.$/ZH$B.).B'T17$/5-%' QP' <K:=' :LP' :KL' :>K' :L>'

'''''D7$B9Z4)%.B$/'4#-%.B$/' <L' Q:P' :O=' :>Y' :>P' :<X'

'''''[.1,$/.BZN$0./(' Y' <:Q' :<X' :>X' :>P' :<<'

'''''4#-%.B$/'T/5.$/' K' >:=' :LX' :<L' :P=' :>>'

'''''\0J-%' ><' K:P' :KQ' :<K' :=X' :KY'

!0"5-/0' <KY' Q<:O' :L=' :K<' :>L' :KK'

2(0'$'10"5-/0' Y>' <Q:P' :KX' :<K' :<=' :<X'

]-$%'./'1BJ((73'G%-1J#$/>' L>' <>:K' :P=' :KQ' :>L' :KO'

'''''!(,J(#(%-' OX' <=:>' :L>' :K<' :>P' :KK'

'''''^"/.(%' O<' >Q:P' :L>' :KO' :>K' :K='

'''''!-/.(%' L>' <>:K' :OK' :<Q' :>Y' :KL'

'''''_%$5"$0-'10"5-/0' OQ' >Y:Q' :OP' :K<' :>>' :K>'

S$I(%3'2(0'-B(/(#.B1'(%'%-7$0-5>' >L>' PK:<' :L=' :K>' :>P' :K='

'''''*B(/(#.B1'(%'%-7$0-5' QQ' K<:<' :OX' :KO' :>K' :KX'

'''''`/5-B7$%-5'#$I(%' >>' O:P' :PX' :KX' :>>' :KO'

*#,7(&-5' <>>' PK:Y' :OO' :<X' :>P' :<Y'

`/-#,7(&-5' >>Y' KP:>' :L<' :KK' :>P' :KP'

\BB",$0.(/<3'S$/$C-#-/0Z,%()-11.(/$7' OK' <=:O' :KY' :<K' :>L' :KP'

''''!-%a.B-' OK' <=:O' :OQ' :K<' :>K' :<P'

''''!$7-1'$/5'()).B-' O<' >Y:Y' :OQ' :<X' :<>' :KK'

''''2$0"%$7'%-1("%B-ZB(/10%"B0.(/Z#$./0:' >=' O:Q' :LO' :KO' :O<' :<O'

''''H%(5"B0.(/Z0%$/1,(%0:Z#$0-%.$7'#(a./C' P' <:X' :O<' :<X' :=Y' :<<'

''''\0J-%' PQ' K>:X' :O<' :<Y' :>O' :<P'

D"1./-11'(R/-%'(%',$%0/-%' KO' >=:K' :OQ' :K=' :>P' :<Y'

2(0'$'8"1./-11'(R/-%'(%',$%0/-%' <YP' XY:Q' :OK' :<P' :>X' :K<'

2(0-13'
1. Year in school and major are for students only. 
2.  Occupation is for employed subjects only. 
3. Adapted from Kalambokidis et al. (2012) 
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Table 4 
A(-)).B.-/01')%(#'F(8.0'%-C%-11.(/1'./'!0$C-'>'R.0J')%$B0.(/'()'"/5-%b%-,(%0-5'

./B(#-'$1'0J-'5-,-/5-/0'a$%.$87- 
 (1) (2) 
Audit rate = 0.1 -0.531 -0.565 
 (0.040)*** (0.031)*** 
Audit rate = 0.5 -1.244 -1.252 
 (0.049)*** (0.038)*** 
tax_rate 0.065 0.103 
 (0.227) (0.167) 
penalty_rate -0.086 -0.086 
 (0.034)** (0.025)*** 
Income 0.037 0.017 
 (0.005)*** (0.005)*** 
round 0.003 0.011 
 (0.005) (0.004)*** 
wvs_index 1.190 1.829 
 (0.183)*** (0.507)*** 
wvs_sq -0.796 -1.493 
 (0.202)*** (0.567)*** 
WTP -0.077 -0.096 
 (0.066) (0.180) 
BusinessOwner 0.076 0.077 
 (0.062) (0.172) 
Constant -0.532 -0.405 
 (0.166)*** (0.325) 
N 3,950 3,950 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
 
2(0-13''

1. Both regressions included demographic controls that are not reported.  
2. Column 1 is a standard two-limit Tobit. Column 2 is a random-effects Tobit.  
3. “wvs_index” is the subject’s response to the question “Is cheating on your taxes, if you 

have the chance, always justifiable, never justifiable, or something in between?" The 
original 10-point Likert scale  has been rescaled so that 0=never justifiable, 1=always 
justifiable. "wvs_sq" is wvs_index squared.  
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"#$%&!+'
A(%%-7$0.(/1'8-0R--/'WU!'cAJ-$0./Cc'd"-10.(/'$/5'0J-'B(/10%"B0-5',%(,-/1.0&b0(b
BJ-$0';HFA?'./5.B-1:'!,-$%#$/'.1'$'1,-B.$7.e-5'B(%%-7$0.(/'B(-)).B.-/0')(%'(%5./$7b

1B$7-'a$%.$87-1:'
'
#,'477'1"8I-B01'

!
 Pearson Spearman 

 wvs_index PTC1 PTC2 wvs_index PTC1 PTC2 
wvs_index 1.00     1.00     
PTC1 0.24 1.00   0.26 1.00   
PTC2 0.22 0.78 1.00 0.25 0.79 1.00 

 
b. Excluding Compliers!
 Pearson Spearman 

 wvs_index PTC1 PTC2 wvs_index PTC1 PTC2 
wvs_index 1.00     1.00     
PTC1 0.15 1.00  0.13 1.00   
PTC2 0.13 0.58 1.00 0.12 0.55 1.00 
'
'

"#$%&!-!
S$%C./$7'-))-B0')%(#'$',%(8.0'%-C%-11.(/'()'A(#,7.-%'10$0"1'(/'WU!'./5-+'$/5'

5-#(C%$,J.B1'
 Complier 
Age <20 -0.232 
 (0.076)*** 
Age 30-40 0.034 
 (0.069) 
Age 40-50 0.182 
 (0.092)** 
Age 50-60 0.260 
 (0.075)*** 
Age 60+ 0.129 
 (0.112) 
wvs_index -0.220 
 (0.073)*** 
N 330 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"#$%&!.!
S$%C./$7'*))-B01')%(#',%(8.0'%-C%-11.(/1')(%'BJ(.B-'()'1-7)b%-,(%0./C'%-C.#-'

./'F%-$0#-/0'K'
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
Audit rate = 0.1 -0.131 -0.132 -0.706 -0.706 
 (0.020)*** (0.019)*** (0.085)*** (0.085)*** 
Audit rate = 0.5 -0.346 -0.346 -1.893 -1.892 
 (0.017)*** (0.017)*** (0.095)*** (0.095)*** 
Income 0.014 0.012 0.036 0.034 
 (0.002)*** (0.002)*** (0.013)*** (0.013)*** 
round -0.002 -0.001 -0.013 -0.012 
 (0.003) (0.003) (0.013) (0.013) 
wvs_index 0.106 0.090 0.626 0.578 
 (0.030)*** (0.030)*** (0.368)* (0.363) 
WTP -0.270 -0.263 -1.671 -1.601 
 (0.031)*** (0.030)*** (0.378)*** (0.373)*** 
PTC1 0.127  0.641  
 (0.034)***  (0.426)  
Complier -0.093 -0.060 -0.686 -0.524 
 (0.029)*** (0.025)** (0.362)* (0.319) 
ShortForm 0.010 0.011 0.058 0.059 
 (0.020) (0.019) (0.081) (0.081) 
LongForm 0.002 0.002 0.018 0.019 
 (0.020) (0.019) (0.081) (0.081) 
BusinessOwner 0.063 0.063 0.170 0.180 
 (0.029)** (0.029)** (0.350) (0.346) 
PTC2  0.307  1.495 
  (0.044)***  (0.536)*** 
N 2,970 2,970 2,970 2,970 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
2(0-13''

1. Effects reported are average partial effects for the probability of choosing the self-reporting 
regime. All regressions include demographic controls.  

2. Column 1 is a standard probit model and includes PTC1 as a regressor. Column 2 is a standard 
probit model and includes PTC2 as a regressor. Columns 3 and 4 replicate columns 1 and 2 using 
a random-effects probit model. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8 
S$%C./$7'*))-B01')%(#',%(8.0'%-C%-11.(/1')(%'BJ(.B-'()'1-7)b%-,(%0./C'%-C.#-'

./'F%-$0#-/0'K@'8&'$"5.0'%$0-:'
 audit rate=0 audit rate=0.1 audit rate=0.5 
Income 0.013 0.019 0.009 
 (0.002)*** (0.003)*** (0.003)*** 
WTP -0.275 -0.213 -0.309 
 (0.042)*** (0.053)*** (0.062)*** 
PTC1 0.038 0.337 0.078 
 (0.052) (0.058)*** (0.064) 
Complier -0.280 -0.003 0.068 
 (0.039)*** (0.049) (0.053) 
ShortForm -0.005 0.019 0.016 
 (0.030) (0.035) (0.036) 
LongForm -0.023 0.022 0.006 
 (0.030) (0.035) (0.037) 
N 990 990 990 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 
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"#$%&!/!
A(-)).B.-/01')%(#'F(8.0'%-C%-11.(/1'./'F%-$0#-/0'K'R.0J'G%$B0.(/'`/5-%%-,(%0-5'$1'

0J-'f-,-/5-/0'U$%.$87-'
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Audit rate 
= 0.1 

-0.596 -0.676 -0.679 -0.659 -0.682 

 (0.089)*** (0.065)*** (0.056)*** (0.049)*** (0.045)*** 
Audit rate 
= 0.5 

-1.377 -1.787 -1.645 -1.487 -1.429 

 (0.108)*** (0.093)*** (0.080)*** (0.068)*** (0.063)*** 
Income 0.048 0.046 0.033 0.016 0.018 
 (0.008)*** (0.006)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.006)*** 
NoForm  -0.004 0.011 0.014 -0.014 
  (0.069) (0.059) (0.052) (0.045) 
ShortForm  0.001 -0.010 -0.011 -0.023 
  (0.069) (0.059) (0.051) (0.044) 
PTC1   0.953   
   (0.105)***   
WTP   0.442 0.476 0.387 
   (0.114)*** (0.098)*** (0.161)** 
Complier   -1.171 -0.790 -1.051 
   (0.121)*** (0.097)*** (0.166)*** 
PTC2    2.028 2.148 
    (0.117)*** (0.197)*** 
Constant -0.533 -0.174 -0.318 -0.146 -0.182 
 (0.185)*** (0.169) (0.163)* (0.133) (0.186) 
N 989 1,655 1,655 1,655 1,655 

* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01 

Notes:  
1. All regressions in Stage 3 are conditional on choosing the self-reporting regime.  
2. Column 1 is Stage 1 Tobit. Column 2 is Stage 3 Tobit without controls, for 

comparison with Stage 1. Column 3 is Stage 3 Tobit using PTC1. Column 4 is 
Stage 3 Tobit using PTC2. Column 5 adds random effects.  
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Figure 4. Distribution of WVS cheating index scores, by Complier status.  
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